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“Assuming Google’s efforts don’t slow (and they 
show no sign of slowing), is it even possible for 
Apple to catch up to Google?”
Justin O‘Beirne, Google Maps’ Moat, 2015

“The three pillars of Google’s comparative 
advantage are Places, Street View, and 3D data. 
But in a few years, I think it will mostly just be 
Places”
Joe Morrison, Google Maps’ Moat is Evaporating, 
2020



Corporate involvement

(further reading: Jennings Anderson, 
Joe Morrison, Michal Migurski, Randy 
Meech, Gary Gale, etc.)





The early days

2006 Nestoria (London property startup)
2007 Cloudmade (first OSM-based startup)
2007 Yahoo! imagery
2008 Flickr
2010 Mapquest







What have corporate OSM 
supporters ever done for us?







What could possibly
go wrong?

Three quotes…



”OpenStreetMap cares a lot about its 
independence and I think that’s totally fair when 
so many corporations benefit so much from it, 
and maybe see some value in having power in 
the organisation”

Tom MacWright, Geomob podcast, 2022



“As is the case with many mapping companies, 
Mapbox shifted focus to the auto industry. I’m a 
lifelong bicycle commuter, and I think cars are 
unequivocally bad. It’s hard not to be ashamed 
that I helped build a company whose mission is 
now to make new cars more appealing”

Saman Bemel Benrud, trashmoon.com, 2022



“Maps can never be a perfect representation of 
the world — they are instead a representation of 
how the map-makers perceive the world. These 
companies don’t map for the same reasons we 
do, and because of that, I question deeply if our 
goals can align.”

Frederik Ramm, Bloomberg: “OpenStreetMap 
charts a controversial new direction”, 2021



Will OSM inevitably be
dominated by bigcos?











Can a single mapper
still make a difference?









The conclusion?

Corporate and individual contributions 
to OpenStreetMap are complementary





What happens next?









Final takeaways



Thank you!

Richard Fairhurst · @richardf
cycle.travel
systemed.net






















































